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SPECIFICATIONS
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SYNOPSIS
Julie, Jean, Justine and Antoine reunite for their brother’s funeral wake. An

opportunity for them to gather and share their best memories, but also more
painful ones. Between laughters and settling scores, they will not only bury a

brother but also the convictions, guilt and an authoritarian family that caused,
by its adamancy, the loss of one of them .

 CAST 
Damien Boisseau

Anne-Laure Gruet
Anne-Hélène Orvelin

Stefen Eynius
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REVIEWS

""Very cleverly crafted, 
Marie Vandelannoote’s Funeral’s merit lies as much in its camerawork as in its
screenplay. [...]
The entire film is shot handheld in long takes, excellently using staging and
blocking to depict the relational dynamics between the siblings, while
beautifully building the plot along the way. [...]
What gets you about  Funeral  isn’t its nifty design, but the statement it so
effectively makes with it; that though the truth, ugly though it may be, could be
in plain sight for all to see, one might miss it until it’s all over and too late. "
SRISTI GAYEN, INDIE SHORT MAG

INDIE SHORT MAG

"Writer/director Marie Vandelannoote has crafted a thoughtful, engaging film
with  Funeral,  a 15-minute short film that serves partly as meditation and partly as a
psychological journey in exploring the grief and unresolved guilt facing four siblings.[...]
Vandelannoote obviously understands the relational aspects of character development,
each character here essential and developed beautifully [...]
You could almost say there's a dirge-like quality at work within Funeral, 
a melancholy rhythm of life that is structured beautifully and brought vividly to life via
Vandelannoote's words, a tremendous ensemble cast, and an exceptional
cinematography. 
Thoughtful and intimate, challenging and insightful, Funeral is the kind of film that leads
to post-viewing conversations and extended periods of personal reflection. It may even
cause you to call your loved ones."
RICHARD PROPES, THE INDEPENDENT CRITIC

THE INDEPENDENT
CRITIC

https://www.indieshortsmag.com/amp/reviews/2019/11/funeral-to-escape-grief-by-exploring-it/
https://theindependentcritic.com/funeral_
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UK FILM REVIEW

"Told with a minimalist design and simple filmmaking approach, short
film Funeral leans heavily on its cast and dramatic themes rather than
any overly stylish camera work or special effects[...]The atmosphere is
palpably anxious, with a familial tension layering most sequences and
characters migrating from joy to anguish in a heartbeat.
[...]Dramatically performed and bearing all manner of life's enduring
quandaries, Funeral is a profound examination of the fallout from
someone's passing. The repercussions and personal reverberations are
compellingly explored by a talented cast and skillful director."
CHRIS OLSON, UK FILM REVIEW

"Director Marie Vandelannoote has managed to create something really interesting
with just one room, four actors and a casket.Funeral is a superbly performed piece
by its actors, Anne-Helene Orvelin, Anne-Laure Gruet, Stefen Eynius, and Damien
Boisseau. [...]Marie Vandelannoote directs with skill and, even though the film is set
mostly at a small table in front of a casket, she keeps the audience interested with
en pointe dialogue and a roaming camera, that flitters between the characters as
they deliver their lines.
I truly enjoyed Funeral. It is a true testament of independent film making and it
really does go to show that you do not need a lot of money to make a good short
film, you just need hard work and skill, and Funeral has it all in abundance."
CARL BURGESS, SCREEN CRITIX

SCREEN CRITIX

https://www.ukfilmreview.co.uk/post/funeral-short-film-review
https://screencritix.com/funeral-2019-short-film-review/?fbclid=IwAR0Ms7RRQ_64Q6iXx1-x35BtU_5YtMlE6dlJVWgc_fKOCIWS4HRY8-SMVKQ
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SELECTIONS & AWARDS

INDEPENDANT SHORTS AWARDS
Los Angeles, USA

Gold Award Best Acting Ensemble,
Honorable Mention Best Director

Funeral is currently in the festival circuit, 
that it entered on November 1, 2019.

ONIROS FILM AWARDS
Saint Vincent, ITALY

Best Drama Short

CULVER CITY FILM FESTIVAL
Los Angeles, USA
Official Selection

REDWOOD FILM FESTIVAL
RedWood, USA

Best Director, Best Screenwriter
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UN COURT TOURNABLE
Paris, FRANCE

Official Selection

CROWN WOOD FILM FESTIVAL
Kolkata, INDIA

Best Women's Short, Best Actress

FLORENCE FILM AWARDS
Firenze, ITALY

Best Drama

SUNDAY SHORT FILM FESTIVAL
London, UK

Semi-Finalist

CREATION FILM FESTIVAL
Los Angeles, USA
Official Selection

AFTER HOUR FILM FESTIVAL
USA

Official Selection
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www.funeralshortfilm.com
instagram.com/funeral_shortfilm/

facebook.com/funerailleslefilm

https://www.funeralshortfilm.com/
https://www.instagram.com/funeral_shortfilm/
https://www.facebook.com/funerailleslefilm
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https://www.marievandelannoote.com/



